
Packaging 1                                               Packaging 2  

 

A barrel                                            cotton                                        Paper/tissue paper 

A crate                                             boxes                                          Polystyrene 

A bundle                                          fruit juice                                   Styrofoam 

A carton                                           carpet                                        Vacuum packing 

A roll                                     of        potatoes                                    Shrink wrap            

A box                                                 oil                                              Bubble wrap 

A bale                                               beer                                           Shock mount pack 

A pallet                                           books                                           Shrink wrap            

A sack                                               pipes 

 

What is best to carry the above items?                            Which of the above is best to package… 

A fork-lift truck      A sack barrow                                        Glass     Meat       Electrical components 

A pallet truck         by hand                                                   Framed pictures   Cheese   Unstable chemicals 

 

Which of the above would you not wrap?  

Which of the above would you not stack?  

                 ___________________________________________________ 

 

What do the labels below mean?                                         

                                                                                                           

       

 

 

Match:  

A jar                                  toothpaste 

A tin                                  water 

A can                       of       jam 

A tube                              toilet paper 

A roll                                tomatoes 

A bottle                           beer 
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Read the text: 5 Types of Packaging. Explain the different uses.  

  

1. Crates and Pallets  

Crates and pallets are an important part of the shipping and packaging process. They act as secondary 

wrapping and keep the goods safe until they are delivered. Pallets keep packages raised off the surface 

they are sitting on—whether it is the ground or the floor of a delivery truck. Keeping products off the 

ground keeps the packaging in good condition, and protects against dirt and moisture.  

  

2. Shrink Wrap  

Shrink wrap is used as both primary and secondary packaging. You can shrink wrap your product, like 

the shrink wrap around CD cases, or you can shrink wrap an entire pallet of packages to hold the 

packages together and make them easier to move. Shrink wrap also provides puncture and abrasion 

protection as well as impact resistance. Plastic is cheaper and more recyclable than corrugated boxes. 

Shrink wrap provides the same protection when it is used as individual product packaging, plus it gives 

the contents visual appeal.  

  

3. Vacuum Packaging 

 Vacuum packaging is a great option for goods that need to be sealed, which makes it a preferred 

option for perishable foods. Their compact design makes them popular for dehydrated goods, or food 

intended for camping. Vacuum wrapping eliminates oxygen from the packaged food, which keeps out 

bacteria and mold. Food that comes in vacuum packaging will stay fresh in the freezer longer than 

food wrapped in other types of packages. Vacuum packaging is also used for medical materials, or 

anything that needs to be hermetically sealed.  

  

4. Preservation Packaging  

Preservation packaging includes both shrink wrapping and vacuum packaging, plus other forms of 

packaging such as jars, aluminium cans, and other types of protective packages like egg cartons and 

milk jugs. These packaging materials have one goal—keep the product safe, protected, and fresh. 

Another type of preservation packaging material is bubble wrap. Bubble wrap is a lightweight, 

inexpensive way to cushion your products and provide them with impact protection throughout the 

shipping process.  

  

5. Shock Mount Packaging  

For items that are extremely fragile, shock mount packaging is one of the safest options. The packaging 

contains built-in shock absorption, protecting the contents from shock and vibration as well as 

humidity, dust, and moisture. This heavy-duty type of packaging is typically used for fragile electronic 

equipment, or unstable chemical compounds. 
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